


                   EXTRAS

Thomas & Doron: Clown Cameras

Justin & Josh: Clown Ushers

The Audience: Startled by New 
Innovations of Time-Space (Train, 
Phonograph, Exotic People, Etc.)

Preston: Announcer

and surprise special guests...

CASTE
Peter B: White Wyrm Burn Vict, wears a Lavalier Mic

Carson: Rudolph Cezanno and the African Dan Man, 
wears Lectrosonics Radio Handheld Mic

Seve: Massenet Seven, Nordinic Smasher, wears
Shure Radio Handheld Mic

   ONSTAGE

Piano: 2 Con-
densor Mics

Amplified 
Thumb Piano

Medical Radio

Tuba

Amplified 
Guitar

AN OPERA IN TWO ACTS



             PROPS

LED Volcano, Spear-flags, Tuba, 
Umbrella, Skull-King_Head, African 
Mask, Fruit Basket, Broom, Sheets, 
Couch, French Horn, Chair, 
Plywood Board, Wine, Baguette, 
Puppet, Werther's Originals, Bells, 
Money, and Milk.

 TECHNICAL

Ayako: Sound 

Jane: Lighting 

   MEDIA STATIONS

Main Projector in the 
hall is equipped with 
Powerpoint with video 
containg video and 
audio.

Speaker's Radio-Chub 
is backstage auxillary. 

Second projector 
side-stage containing 
slides.

1982 World's Fair
    Knoxville, TN 

     LIGHTING MANIFEST

Frontstage: General Purpose 
focused on Piano, Pedastool, 
and various spot-lighting.

Backstage: Cool Blue behind 
screen, to conjure the couch 
"chill" feeling.

    COLOR DESIGNATIONS

Redd: MADD

Green: Green

Multicolor: You're Asleep

Volcano: Mood-Matching 
LED display.



ACT ONE

"wow...i'm talking 
during a performance, maybe the 
show has started. i should wind 

it up with my friend."



the ANNOUNCER walks very 
slowly and ceremonially to 
the podium as the music 
ends. One by one, the 
Announcer introduces the 
band... 

The Foolish clown enters, 
leading non-eXISTANT PEOPLE TO 
THEIR SEATS...

CURIOUS clown...

THE goal is to get the audience 
thinking, if they are talking...
a soft start, a way to rope the 
audience in. 

CURIOUS CLOWN 
ENTERS WITH A 
VIDEO CAMERA 
videoTAPING misc. 
AUDIENCE 
MEMBERS AND 
FOLLOWING THE 
OTHER CLOWNS.
HE IS In general 
snooping about.

SAd clown 
enters and 
passes out 
werther' s 
originals to 
audience, 
foreshadows 
of the teal'c 
stargate 
werther's 
theme.

"wow...i'm talking 
during a performance, maybe the 
show has started. i should wind 

it up with my friend."

  I. PRELUDE TUBESQUE



THE CURTAIN OPENS a 
few feet and peter 
comes out, white 
cape, mantle, 
turtleneck. He 
flashes a "turn it 
down" gesture at the 
band and begins to 
present.

the curtains swing 
all the way open 
revealing a white 
pedestal with books 
and a radio, a large 
screen, a soft couch, 
piano, and a volcano. 

  II. SIMULACRUM "simulation 
sejayno" jams in 
front of closed 
curtain to very 
stereotypical 
"sejayno music".

  II. SIMULACRUM BAND

my friends, what you have been 
listening to is a near perfect 

simulacrum of the band "sejayno". 
you see, a while back, prest asked 
us to do a piece about cezanne and 

modernism. to do this, we asked 
cezanno, "what is your influence?" 

And we found he enjoyed roman 
poetry, namely lucretius, who 

defined the term "simulacra" to 
describe how we see the  world. 
cezanno is a painter of the auto-

poetic concept "simulacra".
this is his opera, "Cezanno", by 

sejayno. sejayno is a band about 
simulacra. 

let's begin a wonderful thing.

white wyrm enters...

"Like I said, this band, "sejayno" has already worked with 
lucretius. a few years ago, seve portrayed 'white lucretius" at 

oberlin college as part of a series of "confessions", or 
portrayals of pure energy. we talked of how lucretius was 

concerned with how wee see our world; because the romans had 
no concept of optics. they did not know of invisible wavelengths 
of light. they had no way of knowing how we see! they were more 
concerned with mythic poetry and and senatorial intrigue. thus 

lucretius imagined sights as simulacra, infintesimally thin skins 
of the original object, always being projected by it. his poem, 

"de rerum naturae" in strict datcylic hexameter, used many classic 
devices, including the simple homeric list. in the 4th book, he 

waxes on the whistful and windy cliff of philosophical heights:
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describe how we see the  world. 
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poetic concept "simulacra".
this is his opera, "Cezanno", by 

sejayno. sejayno is a band about 
simulacra. 

let's begin a wonderful thing.

Carson as garcon peter as cedric white wyrm

"Like I said, this band, "sejayno" has already worked with 
lucretius. a few years ago, seve portrayed 'white lucretius" at 

oberlin college as part of a series of "confessions", or 
portrayals of pure energy. we talked of how lucretius was 

concerned with how wee see our world; because the romans had 
no concept of optics. they did not know of invisible wavelengths 
of light. they had no way of knowing how we see! they were more 
concerned with mythic poetry and and senatorial intrigue. thus 

lucretius imagined sights as simulacra, infintesimally thin skins 
of the original object, always being projected by it. his poem, 

"de rerum naturae" in strict datcylic hexameter, used many classic 
devices, including the simple homeric list. in the 4th book, he 

waxes on the whistful and windy cliff of philosophical heights:

     III. CONFESSIONS

"the air is thin up here, on 
this path, but my goal in 
climbing is to engage 
your minds. i've talked 
about atoms, whirling 

and turbulent within all 
our matter, smells, a 
cicada leaves a husk, a 

clamshell, every object 
leaves a simulacrum."



...cue the 
"reverse time 
elevator"

now, like i said, we went back 
to roman times, and here is how 
we did it. using the raw human 

energy in a backlog of 
"confessions", sejayno has 

constructed a dance that is the 
perfect reverse time travel 

machine, so we can go back to 
cezanno's time, 1889, and ask 

him, "what are your influences?"



now, like i said, we went back 
to roman times, and here is how 
we did it. using the raw human 

energy in a backlog of 
"confessions", sejayno has 

constructed a dance that is the 
perfect reverse time travel 

machine, so we can go back to 
cezanno's time, 1889, and ask 

him, "what are your influences?"

the reverse time elevator 
cranks up. images from 
the past stream past.  the 
"O" masked hunters...

sejayno is dancing in 
triangular time formation. 
rupolph cezanno is shifting 
the gears and levers.

     IV. REVERSE TIME ELEVATOR 



here we see ruloph with 
the victorians.  he is also 
witnessing his previous 
attempts at time space 
travel via mirrors and 
the sacred flower "MM".

Rudolph_enters_the 
realm_of_the_generals...



Rudolph_enters_the 
realm_of_the_generals...



ok! that was 
my dog-dick double 

dickjack dance, seve and 
peter were in kima riding 

posture: alternate cross 
shoulder-fist with two 

finger whip flick ending in 
a light vocalization, 

ahhhhhh...

on to the 
next phase, the 

realm of...
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welcome to 
the realm of 
myst.  the 
elephant is 
in the room. 
it is indeed 

misty here.. 

     V. MYST - CEZANNO

"i have 
many telescopes 

here. the small one 
behind me reveals the 

veneer of 
worlds."

"...and my 
larger 

telescope reveals 
their spiritual 

nature."



"i have 
many telescopes 

here. the small one 
behind me reveals the 

veneer of 
worlds."

"...and my 
larger 

telescope reveals 
their spiritual 

nature."



"i am alone here with my 
thoughts..."



"i am alone here with my 
thoughts..."

a layer of sea and sky separate 
my alien brother from i.

     VI. THE SEA AND SKY



cezanno's bird simulacrum

"no one left but 
the sky and me. 

my bird man face 
gleaming like 

stars in the sea."  

"i have been 
confined to this 

hermetic prism for 
so long. please, 

set me free."

"come 
closer..."



"i have been 
confined to this 

hermetic prism for 
so long. please, 

set me free."

"come 
closer..."



cezanno oberserves distant incarnations of the 
simulacrum band. 

above: bufallo bill @1889 exposition universelle 
below: green man grouup @ the venetian hotel 



"I wonder what 
you are thinking 

about the 
performance?"

"HERE I AM"



"MY BROTHER MASSENET 
WILL TELL YOU MORE..." 



Coming Christmas 2011...
"Alien Eyes: The Game" 
for Nintendo Wii and DS  
Entertainment Systems. 

Reserve your copy today!



cezanno slowly and ceremoniously (vis a vis 
preston) retreats leaving peter white wyrm to 
introduce the seven, massenet seven. he is the 
spirit of western composers, frustrated, 
passionate, relentless, forever stealing 
culture and ideas and reigniting concepts as his 
own. HE IS THEREFORE FOREVER CONFINED TO HIS 
HERMETIC PRISON.

massenet seven stands silently in front of the 
audience wh ilst peter wistfully walks 
backstage to get out of the way. massenet will 
now perform a new piece based on lucretius' 
concept of spinning atoms, the noise within our 
percieved reality, what cezanno called 
"tourbillons" or "Turbulence".  

     VII. INTRO TO SEVEN

4 - 5 - 6 - 7 !

"I WAS THERE..."

"BY JEFFERSON'S SIDE 
AT GLORIUS REVOLUTIONARY 

ORGIES..."

"AT THE 
DAWN OF TRAINS 

AND FILM..."



cezanno slowly and ceremoniously (vis a vis 
preston) retreats leaving peter white wyrm to 
introduce the seven, massenet seven. he is the 
spirit of western composers, frustrated, 
passionate, relentless, forever stealing 
culture and ideas and reigniting concepts as his 
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HERMETIC PRISON.
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     VIII. TOURBILLONS

"I WAS THERE..."

"BY JEFFERSON'S SIDE 
AT GLORIUS REVOLUTIONARY 

ORGIES..."

"AT THE 
DAWN OF TRAINS 

AND FILM..."



"AT 
THE DAWNING 
OF THE AGE OF 
AQUARIUS..."

"I AM A 
TRAVELER..."

"TIME 
KEEPS ON 

SPINNING..."

"I AM 
MASSENET 
SEVEN..."



"AT 
THE DAWNING 
OF THE AGE OF 
AQUARIUS..."

"I AM A 
TRAVELER..."

"TIME 
KEEPS ON 

SPINNING..."

"I AM 
MASSENET 
SEVEN..."



INTERMISSION



INTERMISSION



      ACT TWO

   VIV. EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE



      ACT TWO

   VIV. EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE



SEJAYNO EMERGES IN TR-PART 
DANCE FORMATION. PETER AND 
SEVE WITH FLAGS, CARSON 
WITH BELLS. PROCESSION 
ENMASSE BEGINS. 

"SO MUCH TO SEE...AND INFINITE 
TIME TO DO IT..."

"OF ALL THE WORLD'S 
FAIRS, 1889 CERTAINLY 
IS MY FAVORITE, AND 

I'VE SEEN THEM 
ALL!"

the first wind-up boy

dancing wooden spaniards
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"OF ALL THE WORLD'S 
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MASSENET TRIES OUT A NEW STEP.

THOMAS EDISON, THE FIRST DJ.

THE FIRST PEEP SHOW



MASSENET TRIES OUT A NEW STEP.

THOMAS EDISON, THE FIRST DJ.

THE FIRST PEEP SHOW



"LES AFRICAINS SONT 
LES MEILLEURS DANSEURS! JE DOIS 

EMPLOYER CE RYTHME!"



"LES AFRICAINS SONT 
LES MEILLEURS DANSEURS! JE DOIS 

EMPLOYER CE RYTHME!"



MONSIEUR GUSTAVE EIFFEL

BUFFALO BIL  • BILLY IDOL OF 1889

CEZANNO SCANS FOR 
THE STARS...

"WHAT HAPPENED IN 
1889? NO ONE CAN SAY 
FOR CERTAIN, BUT WE DO 
KNOW THE WORLD WAS 
ON DISPLAY. COMPOSERS 
EXPERIENCED FOR THE 
FIRST TIME THE EXOTIC 
SOUNDS OF the east  
AND AFRICA, AND 
WESTERN SOUND WAS 
NEVER THE SAME..." 

MISS ANNE OAKLEY

X. RED / BLACK



CEZANNO SCANS FOR 
THE STARS...

"WHAT HAPPENED IN 
1889? NO ONE CAN SAY 
FOR CERTAIN, BUT WE DO 
KNOW THE WORLD WAS 
ON DISPLAY. COMPOSERS 
EXPERIENCED FOR THE 
FIRST TIME THE EXOTIC 
SOUNDS OF the east  
AND AFRICA, AND 
WESTERN SOUND WAS 
NEVER THE SAME..." 

"THE NEXT PIECE IS SET AT 
NIGHT TIME. MASSENET SEVEN 

IS AT HOME, AT THE PIANO, 
TRYING TO COMPOSE "HIS OWN 
PIECE" BASED ON THE SOUNDS 
OF INDONESIAN GAMELON. WE 
WILL CHART HIS INSPIRATION, 

AS HE FANTASIZES OF THE 
EXOTIC SIGHTS AND SOUNDS  

OF THE PAVILION.."

X. RED / BLACK



ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER.

FROM DRUNK 
TO MAD. 

A CHAIR CRASHES 
AND SKULLS 
OF DILEMMA 

APPEAR. PETER APPROACHES 
IN A WHITE CAPE 
AND TURTLENECK...

  DOCTOR STENDAHL

MASSENET PASSES 
OUT DRUNK ON STAGE.



ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER.

FROM DRUNK 
TO MAD. 

A CHAIR CRASHES 
AND SKULLS 
OF DILEMMA 

APPEAR. PETER APPROACHES 
IN A WHITE CAPE 
AND TURTLENECK...

  DOCTOR STENDAHL

MASSENET PASSES 
OUT DRUNK ON STAGE.

"JOHN, 
HIS HEAD WAS 

BROUGHT FORTH 
ON A PLATTER, BUT 

THis TIME FROM HIS 
MISTRESS TO HER 

FATHER. it is easy to 
see why MOST MINDS 
DETERIORATE FROM 

PARIS 
SYNDROME."

BRING OUT 
THE 

KINGHEAD!



BOOME! YOU'RE ASLEEP! WELCOME TO THE SHOW.

            XI. MASSENET'S DREAM



            XI. MASSENET'S DREAM

"LIKE 
I SAID, YOU ARE 

ASLEEP IN THE MUSEUM. IT IS 
MAY 21ST 2010. YOU HAVE COME 

TO SEE SEJAYNO'S NEW OPERA 
"CEZANNO", AND THINGS HAVE 

GONE HORRIBLY WRONG WITH 
THE PIANO." 

"YOU 
SEE, THE PIANO IS 

NOT ABLE TO PLAY THE 
SOUNDS YOU HEAR IN YOUR 

HEAD, AND YOU HAVE BROKEN A 
CHAIR IN FRUSTRATION."



Like I said, this is all oneiric 
imagery, created in your dreams, 

the sum of everything you thought 
today. You saw the world, you saw 
fruit, you saw death. This skull is a 

simulacrum of death.

Now you will see one final piece.
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We bring good things to light.
                    666

XII. GREEN TIGER

All roads lead 
to the center.



We bring good things to light.
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XII. GREEN TIGER

All roads lead 
to the center.



"This is the final piece. 
it is a chance to just let it all 
out. to  be about nothing. I 

will dance to some tuba 
and eel projections for 

you."



"This is the final piece. 
it is a chance to just let it all 
out. to  be about nothing. I 

will dance to some tuba 
and eel projections for 

you."



notice tiger woods wears the reverse time apex sigil logo 
on his baseball cap...

"This 
is about right 

now."

"Green tiger, green tiger"



notice tiger woods wears the reverse time apex sigil logo 
on his baseball cap...

"Green tiger, green tiger"

"This is this."

"Or... 
perhaps not..."



    XIII. CREDITS

Beloved audience members!  As a final parting 
gesture, we invite you to the stage to ballroom 
dance in the great alleyway traditions of Paris. 
Please find a partner and join us center stage.

-Sejayno



    XIII. CREDITS

SPECIAL THANKS

THE BALTIMORE MUSEUM OF ART
EAST NILE STUDIOS OAKLAND CA

AYAKO KATAOKA • PRESTON BAUTISTA
JILL JONNES • THE ROSICRUCIANS A.M.O.R.C.

CAMERA, CLOWNS, AND EXTRAS
MUSEE MECCANIQUE SAN FRANCISCO

PARIS LAS VEGAS HOTEL • CHABOT SPACE CENTER
ERIKA ANDERSON • LEIF SHACKELFORD

SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA • AMTRAK 
STEVEN ARNOLD • ROBERT WILSON
CYAN • SKYY • BERKELEY MARINA

BLUE MAN GROUP • CITY OF PARIS, FRANCE
NINTENDO • SONY • GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL MILLS • TIGER WOODS
THE ENTIRE SHINKOYO FAMILY

Beloved audience members!  As a final parting 
gesture, we invite you to the stage to ballroom 
dance in the great alleyway traditions of Paris. 
Please find a partner and join us center stage.

-Sejayno



so...What lies next 
for sejayno???



so...What lies next 
for sejayno???




